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Abst ract - -Th is  paper investigates the unsteady flow of non-Newtonian fluids of power low behavior 
through a porous medium in a plane radial geometry. The equation governing the flow is a nonlinear 
parabolic partial differential equation with a source term whose solution satisfies certain fixed and 
moving boundary conditions. The attention is focused on the finding of similarity solution when 
the fixed boundary condition and the source term satisfy certain restrictions. In this case similarity 
transformations are determ:ned and the resulting ordinary differential equations are deduced. For 
shear thln~ing fluids the existence of a pressure disturbance front moving with finite velocity is shown 
and expression for its location as a function of time is determined. The solutions in dosed form have 
been given for certain particular cases where the resulting differential equations can be analytically 
solved. A numerical procedure has also been presented. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we investigated the axisymmetric plane radial flows of a power law fluid through a 
homogeneous porous medium. For power law fluids, the shear stress is related to the shear rate 
by the following rheological equation of state: 
= H I.Yl 5', (1.1) 
where r is the shear stress, ~ is the shear rate and H and n are rheological parameters obtained 
through measurements. For a shear thinning or viscoplastic fluid n < 1, for a dilatant fluid n > 1 
and for a Newtonian fluid n = 1. 
The Darcy's law for power law fluids is given by [1]: 
= , (1.2) 
where ~ is the fluid velocity, p is the fluid pressure, p~f is the effective viscosity coefficient and 
k is the permeability coefficient of the porous medium. 
The material balance quation for axisymmetric plane radial unsteady fluid flow in the presence 
of a source is given by: 
10( rpv)  Op 
,. o,- = -¢  - g ( ' ' t ' ' ) '  (1.3) 
where p is the density of the fluid, g(r, t, p) is the source term and ¢ is the porosity of the porous 
medium. 
For slightly compressible fluids the variation of density with pressure is given by [1]: 
P = P0 [1 -F/~(p - P0)], (1.4) 
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where ~ is an experimentally determined quantity known as the compressibility coefficient of the 
fluid, and P0 and P0 are the reference density and reference pressure respectively. 
Substituting (1.4) into (1.3) we obtain: 
v by Op Op 
-p0r [1 + ~(p - p0)] + p0 [1 + ~(p - p0)] ~r + P°~V~r = -4~po~ - g (r, t,p). (1.5) 
Taking into account hat for slightly compressible fluids we have ~(P-Po) << I and f~v~ << ~,  
we can rewite (1.5) as in: 
v + cgv Op 1 
; -~r=-~q~-~ - g(r,t,p). (1.6) 
Substituting (1.2) into (1.6) results in: 
Op 1 [ ! ]1/n1 0 [ Op Op ~ln-~" 
+ g( , . , t ,p )  = ,- o , ,  
Thus, the equation governing the unsteady one-dimensional flow of a slightly compressible fluid 
through a powers medium is: 
a -~ + @(r,t,p) = -n -~r [~r2+r ~r -  , (1.7) 
where 
and 
1 
In order to obtain physically feasible initial and boundary conditions, let us consider the 
problem of injection and production through a borehole of a power law fluid into or from a 
cylindrical reservoir of semi-infinite xtent with prescribed pressure at the initial moment and on 
the boundary. 
At the initial moment, i.e., t = 0, let us take the fluid pressure in the reservoir to be constant, 
i.e.,p(r, 0) =po,  for P~ _< r < ¢¢. The boundary condition at r= P~, t > 0 will be of the 
form p(O, t) = po + Pw (t). The function Pw (t) being positive in the case of injection and negative 
in the case of production. 
The pressure disturbance produced at r = Rw propagates in the reservoir. The speed of 
progation may be finite of infinite. For the case when this speed is finite, let t(t) denote the 
location of the interface separating the region of disturbed and undisturbed pressure, which from 
now on we will refer to as the moving pressure disturbance front. Since at t = 0 the fluid is 
undisturbed we have £(0) = 0. For the case when the speed of propagation is infinite, t(t) = oo. 
Therefore, the initial and boundary conditions pertaining to Equation (1.7) are: 
p (r, 0) = p0, 
p(R ,t)=po+pw(t), t>o ,  
p t) = p0, (1.s) 
~--~Pr r=/(t ) = 0. 
We will determine admissible similarity transformations of the Equation (1.7) and the forms of 
the function ~(r, t, p) which allow us to reduce Equation (1.7) to a ordinary differential equation. 
We will also show that the problem (1.7), (1.8) admits similarity solutions only ff the function 
p,~(t) is of a specific form. At the same time we will determine the location and velocity of the 
moving pressure disturbance front, t(t). 
The same problem, with q~ = 0 and p,~(t) = constant, has been solved in [2]. The results 
presented there appear as a particular case of our results. In determining suitable similarity 
transformations for our partial differential equation we employ the Clarkson-Kruskall (CK) tech- 
nique introduced in [3, 4]. Since we are dealing with a specific initial and boundary value problem, 
additional constraints will be imposed on the similarity transformations. 
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2. GENERAL CONSTRAINTS FOR SIMILARITY TRANSFORMATIONS 
In order to facilitate the study of our problem we first perform the following change of dependent 
variable: 
p(r,t) = p0 + u(r, t), 
which reduces the problem (1.7), (1.8) to the following 
: o. i Ou [O u .Ou I (2.1) 
~i+~ (~'t 'u) - -  K ~ Lo,-2 + ,- o,-J 
in the domain (R~, co) x (0, co) with the initial and boundary conditions: 
u (r,0) =0,  r> R=, 
u (R~,t)  = p~,(t), t > o, 
u it(t), t] = o, (2.2) 
~-~u =tO ) = 0, 
where 
~,(,.,t, u) = ,r(,.,t,po + u). (2.3) 
To begin with we concentrate our efforts on determining transformations that will reduce 
Equation (2.1) to a ordinary differential equation. According to the CK-techniques [4] we will 
seek solutions to the Equation (2.1) in the form: 
u(r,t) = U (r,t,.f [E.(r,t)] }, (2.4) 
where U(r,t, f )  and ~(r,t) are functions to be determined. Substituting u from (2.4) into (2.1) 
we obtain: 
a2[U, + v).f' 6] 
71 r lP" 
x {IU, 
uss ~ f= + us ~ f '}  (2.5) 
In order for Equation (2.5) to be an ordinary differential equation in f(~), the ratio of the 
coefficients of different derivatives of f(~) must be functions of f and ~ only. For example, using 
the coefficient of f "  as a normalizing coefficient, and considering the coefficient of (f0)2, we must 
have 
UI! - F(f,~)UI, 
where F is a function to be determined. 
So, 
Integrating twice, we obtain 
UI! = F(f,~). 
Uj 
U = g(r,t) + T(r,t)r(f ,~), (2.6) 
where r(r,~) is the result of integrating F(f,~) twice, and g(r,t) and T(r,t) are integration 
functions. This result shows us that it is sufficient o consider similarity transformations of the 
form: 
u(,., 0 = g(,', t) + TC,.,t) f(~(,-, 0) .  (2.7) 
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Substituting (2.7) into (2.1), we obtain 
a2[gt+Tt f+T~t f ] -  n g ,~+-g~+ f+ T~r+2T~,+T~, ,  f '  
r r r 
r'} 
In order for (2.8) to be a differential equation in f(~) the following constraints must be imposed 
on the functions g,T and ~. 
gr = FI(~) T ~r, (2.9) 
T~ = F~(~) T ~,  (2.10) 
n 
- gr + grr = Fa(~) T ~,  (2.11) 
r 
71 
- Tr + Tr~ - F4(~) T ~r ~, (2.12) 
7" (° ) r T+2Tr  ~+T~r  = Fs(~) T~r,  (2.13) 
gt = F6(~) T ~ IT ~l  z/'*-z , (2.14) 
Tt = FT(~) T ~r IT ~rl zl"-I , (2.15) 
T~t = Fs(~) T ~2 r ]T~r] 1/'~-1 (2.16) 
and ~o(r, t, u) must be of the form 
~(r,t,u) -- Fg(~, f) T ~ [T S.I 1/'-1 . 
Note that if ~(r, t, u) is of the form: 
(2.17) 
then, by (2.7), we have 
~(r , t ,u)=b(r , t )  u+h(r , t ) ,  (2.18) 
~(r, t, u) = b(r, t) T(r, t) f(~) + b(r, t) g(r, t) + h(r, t). 
Substituting this expression into (2.8) and collecting coefficients of fo , f  and f ' ,  then the 
constraints (2.14)-(2.16) are replaced by 
a 2 gt + bg + h = F6(~) T ~r IT 61 l i " -1  , 
a 2 Tt + bT = FT(~) T ~ IT ¢.1 , 
a 2 T~t  = Fs(~) T~ IT~,I */"-~ 
and obviously constraint (2.17) no longer applies. 
If the constraints (2.9)-(2.17) are satisfied, Equation (2.8) becomes: 
i [F,(~) + F , (0  / + Fs(~)/' +f"] A 2 IF6(~) + FT(~)f + Fs(~)fq - n 
* IF1(0 +F2(~) fWf ' [  x/n-1 +Fg(~,f)  -- 0, (2.19) 
where A s = a 2, if to(r,t,u) ~ b(r,t) u + h(r,t), A 2 = 1 and F9(~, f)  -= 0, if ~o(r,t,u) = b(r,t)u + 
h(r,t). 
Any set of functions g,T and ~ which together with the functions F1,F2,...  , Fs satisfy the 
constraints (2.9)-(2.16) determine a similarity transformation for the partial differential Equa- 
tion (2.1) when the function t0 satisfies the constraint (2.17) (or (2.18)). 
Note that we have eleven unknown functions: g,T,~, F1, F~ .. . .  , Fs which must satisfy the 
eight Equations (2.9)-(2.16). Thus there are three degrees of freedom which can be used to 
determine a particular transformation compatible with the given boundary conditions. 
(2.14a) 
(2.15a) 
(2.16a) 
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3. CONSTRAINTS ARISING FROM THE BOUNDARY CONDIT IONS 
Let us now determine the constraints that the boundary conditions of our problem impose on 
the similarity transformation. For example, the boundary condition 
u[~(t),t]=O, t>0 givesus g[l(t),t]+T[t(t),t] f[~(t(t),t)]=O. (3.1) 
On the other hand, in order to obtain a fixed domain for the ordinary differential equation in 
I(~), we impose the fo,owing restrictions on the function ~(r, t): 
[e(t),t] = ~1 = constant (3.2) 
and 
[R~, t] = ~0 = constant. 
But since P~ is small, we can replace the last condition with 
~(0, t) = ~0. (3.3) 
Substituting (3.2) into (3.1), we obtain: 
g [l(t), t] = - f (~ l )  T [~(t), t], 
which is possible if we take 
g(r, t) = constant T(r,t).  
In this case the transformation (2.7) becomes 
u(r, t) = T(r, t) f(~), (3.4) 
T(r, t) = H(t) r(~), 
where r(~) = ef F~(e) de and H(t) is an integration function. Substituting this result into (3.4), 
we obtain: 
u(r,t) = H(t) r(~) f(~). 
Reassigning f and T, we are lead to the following similarity transformation: 
.(r,t) = T(t) / [e(r,t)]. (3.5) 
Now, since T is only a function of t, the constraints (2.10) and (2.12) imply that F2(~) - 0, and 
F4(~) ---- O. 
In order to determine ~(r,t), we use the constraints (2.13), which now can be written as 
n + ~rr 
r ~ -- Fs(~) ~r. (3.6) 
In the case when ~rr = 0, 
~(r, t) = r(t) r + h(t). 
On the other hand, the condition (3.3) implies that h(t) = ~0, which can conveniently be taken 
to equal zero. Then, 
~(r,t) = r r(t). (3.7) 
if we denote constant %f(~) by f(~). 
So in the constraints (2.9), (2.11), (2.14), we will take g -- 0, which implies that FI(~) - 0, 
Fa(~) ---- 0 and F6(~) - 0. 
Now, if we integrate Equation (2.10) with respect o r, we obtain: 
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Substituting this result into (3.6), we obtain 
n Fs( ) = 7 (3.8) 
If ~rr Y£ 0, then integrating (3.6) with respect o r, we obtain: 
" r(t) efe~(e )de 
where r(t)  is an integration function, which for convenience will be taken to be positive for t > 0. 
Integrating again we obtain: 
1 r(t) r 1-n + rl(t), e-  f ~(e) de d~ - 1 - n 
where r}(t) is an integrating function. It can be shown that, without loss of generality, we can 
assume that F5 - 0, which implies that 
1 
~(,', t)  = 1 - n r ( t )  , ,1 -n  + '7(t). 
With this form for the similarity variable, we restrict ourselves only to cases when n < 1, then 
the condition (3.2) with ~0 = 0 implies that 
~(r, t) -- T(~) r 1 -n  (3.9) 
It is easly verified that this form of the similarity variable can be reduced to the form (3.7) by 
reassigning the functions r(t) and f(~). 
In order to determine the remaining unknown functions associated with our transformation, 
we must distinguish between different forms of the functions ~. 
In this case we must 
and (2.16) we obtain 
4. THE CASE OF ~¢bu+h 
take into consideration the constraints (2.15)-(2.17). 
T'(t)  _ FT(~) 
T(t)  fs(~) 
But from (3.7) and (3.9) it results that 
From (2.15) 
r'(t) 
~t = ~ ~. (4.1) 
Thus, 
So, we must have: 
which implies that 
which by integration leads to 
T'(t)  F7(~) r'(t) 
T(t) - ~ ~ r(t)" 
FT( ) 
Fs(~) ~ = 7 = constant, 
T'(t) r~(t) 
T(t)  - 7 r ( t ) '  
T(t)  = k Iv(t)] "r , 
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where k is an integration constant. But then we would have u = k [r(t)] ~ f(~) and reassigning 
f(~) as kf(~) implies that 
T(t) = [r(t)] "f (4.2) 
Now, in order to determine ~-(t), we substitute the expression for T(t) and the appropriate 
expression for ~ in the constraint (2.16). With ~ given by (3.7), (2.16) becomes: 
~r'(t) = Fs(~) [r(t)] 2+1/~+~(1/n-1) , (4.3) 
from where it results that Fs(~) should be of the form 
Fs(O = a~, 
where a is a constant. This implies that FT(~) = 7a and Equation (4.3) becomes: 
[ r ( t ) ]  -2 -z ln -~OIn -1)  ~(t) = a. 
Integrating, we obtain: 
(4.4) 
and 
--n 
{ [ -- -- (1 ) ]  ) l"bn"l'"y(1-n) i'Jt" n (4.5) 
r ( t )= + 1 n1+7 -1  at+c  , fo rT~ n -1  
l+n 
r(t)--ce ~t forT-- n -  , ~,  (4 .6 )  
where c is an integration constant. 
On the other hand, substituting ~given by (3.7) into (3.2), we obtain the expression for the 
moving pressure disturbance front: 
~(t) = ~I [r (t)] -z . (4.7) 
If the front propagates with infinite velocity this implies that ~1 = O0 and no restriction is 
imposed on r(t). However, if the velocity is finite then t(t) must satisfy £(0) = 0. This implies 
that [r(0)] -z = O. 
This fact suggest that the case 7 - (n + 1) / (n - 1) does not constitute a similarity transfor- 
mation that is compatible with our problem. Whereas, for the case 7 ~ (n + 1) / (n - 1), we 
have to assume that c - 0, and 
n + 1 + 7(1 - n) > 0. (4.8) 
If we choose 
then we may write: 
and 
~B 
a - n + 1 + 3'(1 - n)' (4.9) 
7"(~) = t nq-l+'f(1--n), (4.10) 
T(t) = t ,~+l+-yO--), (4.11) 
~(r, t) : rt n+l-i-~(1-n) (4.12) 
t(t) -" ~lt n+1+7(1--n>. (4.13) 
Now we will determine the form of the function ~ such that the conditions (2.17) is satisfied. 
Since we already have expressions for T(t) and ~(r, t), we may write: 
T~ IT ~r 11/"-I = T II~0+I/')+II', for 7 ~ 0 
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and 
T ~ ITerl v ' -~  = [~,(t)] ~+v-  = t -x,  for 7=0 
Substituting this result into (2.17) and taking into account hat u = T f ,  we obtain: 
~(r , t ,T f )  = Fg(~,f) T 1]7(1+1/")+1/", for 7 • 0 (4.14) 
and 
~o(r, t, f)  : Fg(~, f)t -1, 
Equation (4.14) implies that we must have 
for 7=0 (4.15) 
~(r, t ,T  f )  = F(~) (T Ifl)L (4.16) 
where 
1(  1 )  1 nq--1 
q=-  1+ +- -  or 7 = ~ .  (4.17) 
7 n nq - 1 
Thus in order to have similarity solutions to our problems, ~ in the Equation (2.1) should be of 
the form 
~(r,t,u) = F rt (n+l)(q-1) luff. (4.18) 
Equation (4.17) and the constraint (4.8) impose restricitons on q, namely: 
1 
q< 1 or q>- ,  if n< 1 
n 
and 
From (4.16) we deduce that 
2 
q<l  or q>- - l ,  i fn>l .  (4.19) 
n 
fg(~, f )  - "  F(~) I f l  q . (4.20) 
Now, for the case when 7 = 0, Equation (4.15) and the fact that u = f imply that: 
u) = F (. , - . / , ,+., , . ) ,_x (4.21) 
where F (rt-nlo+*),u) ~ B (rt-nl~'+")) u + H (rt-nlc'+")). In this case, Fg(~,f)  in (2.17) is 
given by 
Fg(~, f) = F(5, f). (4.22) 
We may now write the differential equation in f(~): 
na 2 1(_~ ) 
1 + n + 7(1 - n) (7f + ( f ' )  + -n f '  + f "  I f ' IV" -1  - P(~) Ifff = 0, 
and 
for 3' -" 
n+l  
nq -- 1 
(4.23) 
no2 f' ) 
n+--'--~  +-n f '+f "  I f ' l x /n -Z -F (~, f )=O,  for 7=0.  (4.24) 
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5. THE CASE OF ~=bu+h,  b~O 
In this case, we must take into consideration the constraints (2.14a)-(2.16a). Prom (2.15a) and 
(2.16a) we deduce that: 
T~ b(r,t) f7(~)e 
7 + a~ = F----~ ~' 
or, taking into account (4.1), 
T'(t) b(r,t) _ FT(~) ¢(t) 
T(t) + a 2 - Fs(~) ~ r(t)" (5.1) 
Here we will consider two cases: b -- b(r, t) and b - b(t) .  If b - b(r,  t)  then it must he of the form: 
b(,-, t) = r [~(,-, t)] a(t) + N(t). 
Then, 
and 
T'(t) = _Ud~2N(t), 
T(t) 
¢(t) 1 ~(t) 
fT(~) Z 
Fs(0  = ~ r (o .  
Integrating the Equation (5.2) we obtain 
(5.2) 
~-(t) = ke 1/°' fo' .co) do, (5.3) 
where k is an integration constant. 
The expression for tit), given by (4.7) and the condition t(0) = 0, imply that [1"(0)] -1 = 0. 
But this condition cannot be satisfied by the expression for r(t), given by (5.3). Therefore, b
must be a function of t only: b = bit ). 
In this case we must have 
f7(~) 7 
r s (0  - 
and then Equation (5.1) becomes: 
T'(t) b(t) r'(t) 
T(t-"--~ + -~-  = 7 r(t)" 
Integration of this equation results in: 
T(t) = [r(t)] ~ e -1/°2 f :  b(~) d0 (5.4) 
Now, having obtained expression for T(t) and ~(r, t), we will determine r(t) from the Equa- 
tions (2.16a). 
If we consider the expressions for ~, given by (3.7), then (2.16a) becomes: 
,"(t) a2 ~ v(t) : Fs(~) [r(t)] l+l/n+'rOIn-l) e--l/a2(l/n--l) f :  b(n) dO (5.5) 
From this equation it is evident hat Fs [~] should be of the form: 
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where a is a constant. This implies that Fz(~) = 7a. The Equation (5.5) becomes 
a eOin_l)la2 fot It(t)] -2-11n-7(lln-1) r'(t) = ~- b(n) an (5.6) 
Integrating, we get: 
r ( t )=( -a [  1 (1  ) I f0 '  } n+l+7(1-n) 1 + -n + 7 - 1 e-ll,2(11n-1)f[ b(,) andu + c , (5.7) 
l+n  
for 7¢  n - l '  and 
[~-f0a ] l+n  r(t) =cexp  te-l la2(l ln-1)f~(~)andv , fo rT -  n - l '  
where c is an integration constant. 
As stated above, the condition t(0) = 0 implies that [r(0)] -1 = 0. From this requirement we 
conclude that 7 should be chosen such that n + 1 + 7(1 - n) > 0 and thus r(t) is given by (5.7) 
with c = 0. If we choose 
na 2 
n+l+7(1-n)  
then: 
- -n  
- -n  7 
T(t) = e-Xl~(l l , -1) f [  b(n) an du e 
- -n  
~(r, t) = r t e_lla,(11n_1 ) f~ b(n) an du 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
and 
n 
(5.11) 
Turning our attention to the constraint (2.14a), we determine the form of h(r, t) for which we 
may obtain similarity solutions to our problems. From the expressions for ~(r, t), T(t) and r(t) 
given above, we obtain that: 
T(~)  ITS, 111"-1 = e -~/ '~ f= ~(') a, [r(t)].rln+l+lln .
This substituted into the constrant (2.14a) tells us that h(r, t) should be of the form: 
h(r, t) = F(rr(t))e- 11"~ f= b(n) do [v(t)] 1/n+1+7/, (5.12) 
and F6(~) of the form 
F6(~) = F(~). 
We may now write the differential equation for the function f(~): 
n+l+7(1-n)  (7 f+~f ' )+-n  f '+f "  I f ' l l / " -X -F (~)=O"  (5.13) 
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6. THE FORM OF THE FUNCTION p~(t) 
AND BOUNDARY CONDIT IONS FOR f(~) 
The boundary condition u(O,t) = pw(t), t > 0 indicates that the similarity transformations 
determined above for the function u(r, t) impose specific forms on the function pw(t). From (3.5) 
we deduce that 
p,(t)  = T(t)f(O), t > 0. (6.1) 
Thus pw(t) must be of the form: 
Pw(t) = WT(t), t > O, 
where W is a constant. 
However, the function T(t) depends on the source term ~(r,t, u). 
similarity solutions are dictated by the source term. Specifically, if 
( ° )  ~(r , t ,u )=F  r t  a+n+~(I-n) I.I q, q#l ,  
then pw(t) must be of the form 
(6.2) 
Therefore, the forms of 
-n't 1 + n 
p~(t) = Wt l+"+7(a-"),t  > 0, where 3' - - -  
nq - 1" 
Note that in the absence of the source term 3' must only satisfy the inequafity (4.8). 
If ~(r,t, u) = F (rt-"l(~+n), u) t -1, then we must take 7 = 0 in our similarity transformation 
and therefore: 
p (t) = w, t > o. 
Finally, if 9(r, t, u) = b(t)u + h(r, t), where h(r, t) is of the form (5.12), then T(t) is given by 
(5.9), and thus pw(t) is of the form: 
-n7A [~0 t ] l+n+'),(1--n)~, p~(t) = W e-I/.~O/.-~) f~ b(~) d~ dv e-~/.~ f" b(~) d~, t > O, 
where 3' satisfies (4.8). 
Now, the expression for pw(t) provides us with a boundary condition for f(~). Indeed (6.1) 
and (6.2) imply that: 
f(0) = W. (6.3) 
Additional boundary conditions for f(~) are provided by conditions (2.2) for u(r, t) at r = £(t): 
f(6) = o, (6.4) 
f '(~l) = 0. (6.5) 
So, the function f(~) appearing in the similarity transformation u(r, t) = T(t)f(~) is a solution 
of Equation (4.23), (4.24) or (5.13) satisfying the boundary conditions (6.3)-(6.5). The additional 
boundary condition allows us the find the constant ~1 which in turn determines the position of 
the pressure disturbance front. 
The physical considerations of the problem we are dealing with imply that f'(~) has the same 
sign on the interval [0,~1] : f'(~) < 0 in the case of injection and f'(~) > 0 in the case of 
production. Note that pw(t) > 0, t > 0 indicates injection, while pw(t) < 0, t > 0 indicates 
production. So, we conclude that if W > 0 we have injection and if W < 0 we have production. 
Therefore 
= -sgn  (w) ,  for 0 < < 
The differential equations obtained in previous sections can be solved analytically for certain 
particular cases. For other cases numerical techniques can be applied. 
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7. CLOSED FORM SOLUTIONS 
In this section we present some examples for which the solution of the problem under consid- 
eration can be expressed in analytical form. 
7a. 
Injection or production with constant pressure in absence of sources. Constant pressure at the 
borehole corresponds to 3, = 0. Therefore, we are led to Equation (4.24) with F(~, f) - 0. In 
this case (4.24) becomes: 
na2 1(~ s, ) [ s ' l l /n - l=O.  
n + 1 ~f' + -n + S" 
If we let g = IS'l then this reduces to Bernoulli's equation: 
na 2 1 gila-1 1 g,glln-2 
n+l~+~ +-n =0.  
Solving this equation yields: 
and 
n(n- 1)a 2 ~c3-n]n/(1-n) 
f ' (~)  "- -sgn (W)~ -n  c -t- (n  -I- 1)(3 - n)  J ' 
[ ]~"  3 a2 
f ' (~)=-sgn(W)~-3  c+2 £n~ , 
if n ~ 3 (7.1) 
if n -- 3, (7.2) 
where c is an integration constant. In order to determine the values of c and ~1 we refer to 
the boundary conditions for f(~) outlined in Section 1. However, we must distinguish between 
different values of n: 
CASZ I. n < 1 
The condition (6.5) implies that in this case we must have 
n(1 - n) a 2 
c = (. + ~-7 , )  ~-"' 
which leads to: 
r n (1 -  n) a' 1"/(1-") e_. [~_. _~3_.]-/(i--) 
/'(~) = -sgn (w) [ ( ;¥  i~- ;O J  
0<~<~i. 
Integrating this equation we obtain: 
r n ( l zn) -  a2 1"/(1-")~c~ l+")/(1-n)/~/~'/J -r= (1-/ J3-n) "/( l-n) d/~. 
f(~) = W - sgn(W) [(n + 1)(3 - n)J ao 
Now, substituting this result into the Equation (6.4) we have: 
r .(1_ n) o~ ]°,<1_°) _.~-°1-,<,-°) ~. 
IW l  - L(,;¥ V)(3-- ;OJ ~+")/(~-") L 1 •-" (1 = o. 
Making the appropriate change of variable in the integral, we may write the following expression 
for ~i: 
,, = ,,,,,<, >,<,+, ~ ,,,,,<,+, r ,,,~=~ ~ <n+' } '<'+ ~ [ " (~ '~,n ' )}  <' '"<'+" 
where B is the Euler Beta function. 
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Having determined the function f(~) and ~1, we may now write the solution to the problem 
(1.7), (1.8) with ql(r,t,p) - 0 and pw(t) = W, for n < 1: 
p(,-,t)- po +W-sgu (w) t(,;¥ 1]-(~= ;,)j .,o 
for 0 < ~ _____ ~1, therefore, R~ < r < £(t), where ~(r,t) = rt-n/O +n) and l(t) = ~1 tn/(l"l'n), and 
p(r, t) = po, for r ~ e(t). 
The same function f(~) enables us to write the solution of the problem (1.7), (1.8) with 
@(r,t,p) = b(p-  Po) and p,~(t) = W e -btla2, n < 1 as: 
r n(1-n)  a 2 I n/(1-n) 
p(,.,t) = po + {w -sgu (w) L(iT~(T---TOJ 
~:+-)I(:--) Jo e/e' u-" (1 - u s-") du} e -b'/°" , 
for 0 < ~ < ~1 i.e., /~  < r < g(t), where 
( na ~ ) - - /0+- )  .~./(1+.) 
~(t) = r \ l _ - "~ j  {~-'~[e-bt(l/n-1)/a'--l], and 
na 2 
Le -bt(xln-1)la2 1 and e(t) = ~1 f--_ "n 
p(r,t) = Po, for r >= g(t). 
CASE 2. 1<n<3.  
Integrating Equations (7.1) and taking into consideration condition (6.3), we obtain 
foe [ n (n -  1) a 2 3- , ] " / (1 -" )  /(~) = w-  sgn (w)  0-" c + ( .  + 1) (3 -  ~) 0 j do. 
However, analysing the integral in this expression, we realize that it is divergent for all ~ > 0 
with any value for the constant c. 
CASE 3. n>3.  
First we rewrite (7.1) as: 
. ( . -  1) °-') 
f '(~) : -sgn (W) ~-2n/(n-1) c£n-3 + (n'+T)'~n--- 3)'j , for n > 3. 
It is evident that with any c this function, as well as the one given by (7.2) is undefined for 
sufficiently small ~. 
From the arguments presented above, we conclude that the problem we are currently concerned 
with does not have a similarity solution if n > 1. 
Noticing that function f(~) = A (~1 a - ~)~ satisfies the boundary conditions (6.3), (6.4) and 
(6.5), if A~I a~ = W, ~ > 1, and /3 > 1, we will determine the form of pw(t) and source term 
• (r,t,p) for which differential equations has solutions of this form. 
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Substituting this expression for f(~) into (4.23) yields: 
. -e ) "  - -e )  
+ A('XO)x/" IAIX/"-~ [(n + ,X - 1) ,~Xl . - l l . -~ (Ex _ E x) ~/"-~1" 
B 
-,x(,o - 1) ~'+~' /" -1/" -~ (el - ~ ' ) '~/" -~/" -~]  + F(,~)IAI ~ (,~ - e ' )  '~2 = 0 
(7.3) 
and a similar expression with q = 0 for the Equation (5.13). If F(~) - 0 then (7.3) holds only if 
1 
A=1+n,~=- - ,7=2 
1 -n  
(na2 ~nlO-n)(1-n) llO-n) 
and A = sgn (W) k3- -~,  /
In this case f(~) is given by: 
( na ~ ~.10- . )  (1 + n~ 11(1-.) 
f(,~) -- sgn (W) k.3 - - - -~} k,l--~nJ (~l+n - -  ~l+n)1/(l--n), 
From the condition f(O) = W, we obtain: 
~1 = IWI (~-")/(~+') \-£~.2 / \ 1 - - -~/  (7.4) 
Now we can write the solution to the problem (1.7), (1.8) with O2(r,t,p) - 0 and pw(t) = 
Wt -2nl(3-n), t > 0 and n < 1 as 
( na 2 '~"/0-")  (1 - n ~ llO-n) 
p(r,t) = P0 + sgn (W) \3  - - - '~ /  k,1--~'nJ 
for t > 0 and Rto< r < £(t), and 
p(r ,  t) = p0, for r > e(t),  
(~+- - ~l+n) 1/(1-n) t_znl(3_n) '
where ~(r, t) = r t -"/(3-"),  £(t) = ~1t"/(3-") and ~1 is given by (3.4). 
We can also write the solution to the problem (1.7), (1.8) with ~(r,t ,p) = b(p-po),  n < 1 and 
pw(t) = W It(t)] 2 e -bt/°2, where 
,-(t) = ( ""~ )-"/~-") - - \l--nJ ( _ l [e_bt ( l ln_X , la2_ l ] )  hi(3 n), 
namely: 
( na 2 ~.1(1-.) 
p(~,t) = po + sgn (w) \ 3 - - -~/  (~+" - ~+")~/(~-") k(O]2 ~-b'/°" 
fo r t>OandP~<r<e( t ) ,  and 
p(r, t) = Po, for r __> l(t), 
/>0 ,  
where ~(r, t) = rr(t),  ~(t) = ~1 [r(t)] -1 and ~l is given by (7.4). 
Now we turn our attention to Equation (4.23) with F(~) ¢ 0. In order for (7.3) to be valid 
F(~) must be of the form: 
+D~ ~/ - -V - - ,  (~  _ ~)~/ - -~/ - -~ ,  + D4 , ,~/- -~/- - ,+~ (,,~ _ ~)~/ - - , / - -~q ,  
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with the following relations between its parameters: 
1 (n + A - 1) (A3) 1/" A [AI ~/ " -~ -_ - IAI q D3 
n 
om2AA : - [AI q D1 
-aa2A)~/3 = - [AI q D2 
1 
- -A  (/~ - 1) (A3) 1/" A tAI 1/'*-1 = - IAI q n4 .  
n 
From these relations we deduce that 
D~ n + 7 - 1 D3 
Afl=---~l-17 , -A (8 - -1 )  -- D4 
As an example let us take q = n, D1 = -(1 - n), D2 = -1,  
In this case we have 
-1  1 
A=g-  
7- -  1-n '  l -n"  
So the solution to the problem (1.7), (1.8) with 
D3 - (1 - n ) (2 -  n), D4 = -1.  
• (r,t,p)=[p-poln{(n-1)~/('-")_n(t) '/(1-") 
• ( l -  n ) (2 -n ) , : / ( ' - ' )  ( t )  n/('-n) - (3 -3n  +n ' ) (~)0+- ) / (1 - - )}  
and 
a ~/(1-n)  
p~(t) = + \2_ - - z~ j  ~/(1-")~tl/(1-"), t>0,  n<l  
(7.5) 
is 
[,:,(,. o)]"(' ") 
p( r , t )  = Po :l= \1  - n /  - t l /(1- '~)'  
and 
p(r, t) = Po, for r > t(t) ,  
where t ( t )  = ~lt ,  and ~1 is determined by the source term (7.5). 
for Rw < r < t(t) 
8. NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS 
For the cases in which a closed form solution for the Equations (4.23), (4.24) and (5.13) cannot 
be found, we resort to numerical methods. 
In solving these equations with the conditions (6.3)-(6.5) we must also determine the right end 
point of the interval [0, ~1]. We deal with this task by using the shooting method combined with 
the fifth order Runge-Kutta method. 
We solve the corresponding differential equation with initial conditions f(0) = W and f~(0) -- 
with the Runge-Kutta method. Then, by varying the shooting parameter ~, we determine the 
first point at which both f and f~ equal zero. This is then the required right end point ~1. 
We applied this technique to solve the problem (1.7), (1.8) for n = 0.75, a 2 = 1 and three 
different situations of source term ~(x, t, p) namely: 
~l(x, t ,p )  = - IP -  Po[ 2/8, which indicates presence of sources, 
k~(x,t,p) = IP -  Pol 2/a presence of sinks and, 
k~(x, t ,p)  = 0 absence of sources or sinks. 
All these situations are considered in the case of production with pw(t)  = - t  a. 
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So we solved numerically the differential equations resulting from (4.23) with q = 
2/3,7 : -3 .5  and r (~)  = 1 for sources, r (~)  = -1  for sinks and f (~)  = 0 in the 
absence of both, with the boundary conditions (6.3)-(6.5) for W = -1 .  
As ment ioned above f (~)  should be negative and increasing on (0,~1) and, therefore, 
Equat ion (4.23) will become, for the parameter  mentioned above, 
-7  3 +f"  _- 
where 6 -- 1 , -1  or 0. 
Determining the end point  ~t as indicated before we found that  in the presence of sinks 
~1 = 4.05, in the presence of sources of equal magni tude ~t = 1.55 and, if neither sinks nor 
sources are present, then ~1 = 1.90. F igure 1 contains the graph of f (~)  in each of these 
three cases. 
Examining Figure 1 we observe that  our numerical  results are consistent with the phys- 
ical expectat ions which indicate that  in the case of product ion the moving pressure dis- 
turbance front propagates faster in the presence of sinks and slower in the presence of 
sources. 
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